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We have had a good run of weather in
the last few weeks, with some good
soaring and a few short cross-country
flights being done. Combining this with a
large influx of Uni students and it has meant
that the launch-point has been a busy place
on most days throughout October.

Let us hope that the activity levels continue,
and that this winter weather offers more
opportunities for flying than it did last year.

EASA licence
As a number of you will remember the
requirement to hold an EASA licence was
put delayed until April 2018. Due to further
changes that are being put forward at the
moment, this date may be moved to 2019.

We will be letting members know what is happening as soon as an
announcement is made, but in the meantime we are advising members to
operate as normal under the BGA system.

Unfortunately some other countries did not take the 3 year extension, so if
you are thinking of flying solo in France or Spain for example, then you will
need to have an EASA medical and license. In a number of other countries
it is not exactly clear what the current requirements are for visiting pilots,
so if you are thinking of flying abroad next year then come and have a chat
with me.

Keeping current over the winter
Flying is a skill that takes time to develop, and in the early stages of
someone’s training, judgement and the skill of handling can diminish very
quickly when someone has a short layoff. As a pilot becomes more
experienced they will find that a short layoff does not appear to have a
noticeable effect on their handling skill, but anything more than three months
away from the controls tends to have a noticeable effect on their judgement.
Just a few flights over the winter is all that’s needed to maintain those skills,
so it i worth making the effort to get out there on a nice day and go flying.

If you feel the need to do some two seater flying then the following options
are available.

The casual list Turn up, put your name down and go flying when it is your
turn. In the winter this tends to get filled up quickly, so you may want to
get there early.

Bookable list Take a look at www.lashambookings.co.uk If there are
any slots, then give the office a call to put your name down

Motorglider flying Another good way to keep current over the winter, but
needs to be booked a few days in advance through the office as they will
need to find an instructor

New glider on site
Over the winter a number of new gliders arrive on site, and syndicate shares
change hands regularly. In most cases members will do the right thing and
ask the CFI’s permission before a decision is made and money changes
hands. The reason for this reminder is that a couple of members have bought
gliders that are beyond their current experience level, and have been
disappointed when they could not jump in straight away and fly it.

So if you are planning to buy a glider, or share in one, then you really need
to run it past me first. I am there to offer advice on different types, but also
to ensure that you do not buy something that is not suitable for your
experience level.

The final point to remember is that the BGA definition of a qualified glider
pilot is Bronze and Cross Country endorsement. We do not normally allow
pre-Bronze pilot to fly P1 in private gliders as they are still under the
supervision of an instructor.

One size doesn’t fit all
Recently a member asked why we have a number of different types of club
parachutes. I then went on to explain to him that all the different types of
glider in the club fleet have different seating positions and parachute
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Cover photo
Paul Haliday’s photo on the cover shows a Stemme S12 being flown by Guy
Westgate and Markus Lewandowski: and an S10 being flown by Chris Dawes
who is the UK agent. The gliders were both here for demonstration flights
for interested parties. Guy thought it would be a great thing to fly them
together and have photos taken.

recesses, with the result that some makes of chute are not comfortable in
some gliders.

With the above in mind the following chutes should be used in these gliders.
1) ASK 13 and ASK 21. The most suitable chute for this glider is the

Airpol SK 94. This is bulky enough to fill the seat recess and gives
good lumbar support

2) Duo and DG 1000. The Mars ATL chutes are very comfortable in
these gliders and are my choice when flying them

3) Discus. We have four Softie chutes for these gliders and they have
“Discus”  embroidered on the strap.

4) Grob 102. We have Speckon RL 5 chutes for these gliders.

The other reason for having a number of different types of chutes is because
most of the manufactures now have EASA approval for their parachutes,
with the result that if there is a problem with a type then EASA can issue
an AD suspending their use. To just have one type of parachute would be
putting all our eggs in one basket.

What is happening in 2017
The dates for next year’s events have now been agreed, so it is time to let
the membership know what happening in 2017. Below is the list of the
major events that are taking place at Lasham, and as usual the full list of
courses and training weeks will be available on the Lasham web-site at the
end of November.

Jaca spring expedition    13 March - 8 April
Start the season early with some mountain and wave flying in a Lasham two
seaters with an experienced instructor.  The list will be open in the office on
Saturday 12 November, and I am sure, based on the demand in previous
years, it will be filling up fast.

Serres     29 May - 7 July
This year we will again be running an expedition to Serres in the French
Alps. Due to the demand we have decided to base our Duo there for six

weeks and G Dale will be instructing for that period. More details will be sent
out shortly and the expected opening of the list will be in early January

European Championships (flapped classes)   10 - 26 August
In 2017 we will be hosting the European Gliding Championships. Although
this is a major event there will still be a club member launching operation
from the North side of the airfield. This operation was stress tested this year
and most members were happy that they could fly with little or no
disruption from the competition.

Task week    5 - 9 June
Open to all levels of cross-country pilot, these weeks will have all of the
things you would expect at a competition such as weather, NOTAMs and
task, but in addition will have lectures and two-seater coaching for members.

Abyone  1 - 20 October
A chance to extend the season with some wave flying with the possibility of
Gold and Diamond heights. Aboyne is one of the few places in Europe that
has a wave box that allows flights above FL 195. So if you fancy a trip up
north in October, either come along and use the Lasham gliders or bring
your own and join in the fun

Winter lectures
Once again we will be running a series of winter lectures starting in January
to help you study and pass the Bronze theory paper. These lectures will also
be of interest to anyone studying for a PPL as there is a lot of cross-over
content of the two subjects. When the dates are confirmed, we will send out
an e-mail to all members.

Chief Flying Instructor

Cover photo
Paul Haliday’s photo on the cover shows a Stemme S12 being flown by Guy
Westgate and Markus Lewandowski: and an S10 being flown by Chris Dawes
who is the UK agent. The gliders were both here for demonstration flights
for interested parties. Guy thought it would be a great thing to fly them
together and have photos taken.
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The LX shows 30 km to our goal. We started the flight a little over 2
hours ago and in the intervening period we’ve covered approximately 300
km.  Sound familiar?  Before you start yawning at yet another tale of epic
flying in the Namibian Kalahari, let me say that the goal was Lasham
Clubhouse and this was a flight accomplished on the last day of September,
2016 with Garry Coppin as my willing accomplice.

Our day hadn’t started well. During the 40 minute wait for a relight, it
became evident that our task planning needed updating.  Duly completed,
we launched into a promising looking sky.  Within fifteen minutes we were
crossing the start line and setting off down a friendly looking cloud-street.

A quick chat with Solent ATC allowed for a transit through their Class D
airspace, and before too long Salisbury appeared over the nose.  At this
point it became evident that sticking with the task (Sixpenny Handley) was
the boring option. So we pressed on down the incredible looking cloud-street.

The LX was showing a steady 100 kph into the 16 kt headwind.  Pretty soon
Compton Abbas flashed by, followed in rapid succession by Sherborne.  At
this point, a large shower appeared just west of Yeovil Reservoir. It would
have been easy to side step it and continue down the street.  However, two

things concerned us: firstly, we’d not
turned through more than 60 degrees of
heading change up to this point and so we
hadn’t bothered to look behind us; and
secondly, the cloud-base was lowering.
On that basis we made the decision to turn
at YEO and head back the way we came.

Now the ground really started moving. By
Salisbury, it was clear that a run straight
through the London TMA to, say Southend,
would have been Nirvana. Alas, no end of
ATPL licence, mode S transponder and
happy talking on the wireless would permit
this. So we contented ourselves instead
with a run to the east of Farnborough and
then home, with the added challenge of
avoiding any thermalling turns.

In so doing, the OLC distance showed 300 km and the BGA distance
approximately 290 km.  Sadly, to fly further would have meant taking a
thermal climb, which clearly was not in the game plan.  But, landing back
and taking off again, this time with Fiona, we managed another trip down
the rejuvenated street to beyond Stockbridge. This time the flight was
punctuated with a wall of rain.

It would have been possible to continue to the south-west, probably as far
as Blandford, but a big cloud climb would be required to get home.  However,
the dear old Arcus had ingested enough water by this time, so we reluctantly
turned for home. Interestingly, we were unable to get a transit through
Solent as they were closed due to staff shortage, which meant a schlep
round the airspace through heavy rain anyway! 1800 BST Satpic showing
the cloud-street stretching from Exeter to Lowestoft - approx 350 km. If we
“manned up” and taken a thermal at the 290 km point, we could probably
have continued for another 2 hours.  But sometimes, good is good enough!!

Flying up a street
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On 10 March 1968, Doug Yarrall
set a New Zealand Absolute
Altitude Record of 37,288 feet.
That record stands unbeaten over 40
years later.

Doug was 36 years old, with about
1000 flying hours, a mix of power and
gliding.  He belonged to a gliding club
at Wairarapa just north of Wellington.
He had flown the wave often and felt
that no-one in the area had explored
it to its limit.  Dick Georgeson had a
height record of 32,000 feet gained in
the South Island.  Doug was confident
the wave above his club had the
potential to take a glider to at least
that height, maybe more.

The flight didn’t just ‘happen’.  Doug
spent two years planning and waiting

for the right conditions to be generated. He clipped the weather section from
Wellington’s Dominion newspaper each day, studied the forecasts, watched
the resulting conditions and kept a data log. He had flown to 30,000 feet
many times and learnt with excitement that you could go higher.

He knew what conditions he was waiting for: an anticyclone with its centre
above the North Island, a cold front in the Southern Tasman (this lent to a
westerly airflow over the area), wind velocity increasing with altitude and
backing to 240 degrees and an inversion layer at 6000 ft.  The latter would
produce the laminar airflow.

On Sunday 10 March 1968 Doug was on the road at 5.30 am, heading for
the Wairarapa.  He knew the right conditions were building.  He had a gut
feeling … “Today is the day!” At the aerodrome he rigged and prepared his
glider.  Then he and his Official Observer waited for the wave to set up.

Doug’s glider was a Schempp-Hirth SHK (see below). “It was a delight to
fly: a great climber. It talked to you, like a vario talks.” His instruments
were a g-meter, an altimeter, two variometers , an artificial horizon, a turn
& bank, compass, the oxygen pressure/flow metre and an outside
temperature gauge. The oxygen system was an A14A diluter demand
system.  It produced 100% oxygen over 30,000 feet automatically. The
control links were prepared with anti-freeze grease for the flight.

Doug owned electric socks, but their power consumption drained the battery,
so he stuck with wool instead. He wore long johns, overalls, a jersey, a
leather helmet and goggles in case the canopy broke up.

At 5 pm SHK was towed up to 1500 feet.  The barograph trace, now framed
with other precious photos of the day, shows how Doug worked his way to
8000 feet, where he contacted the rotor. He worked it to 18,000 where, for
the first time ever, he had an amazing sensation - a climb of 3000 feet a
minute.  “That was real excitement. There is no feeling of acceleration. You
are sitting in a horizontal plane and rising at speed.” This lift took him to

“I wasn’t out to break a record.  I just wanted to see
how high you could go.”

Doug Yarrall

Landing back after the flight



28,000 feet before it began to slow down. He cracked open the air-brakes
frequently to stop them freezing up.

His radio was busy: the military air traffic controllers were well aware of his
position, as he required clearance over 10,000 feet. They were following
progress, as were various airline captains who were flying at the time.

Also on the radio was Doug’s wife
among the band of followers way
below, demanding that he come down.
Doug couldn’t see any danger. He was
confident and unperturbed.  He wanted
to go as high as possible. He had made
a decision in advance that 40,000 feet
would be the maximum.  At that height
he would be entering the danger zone.
He knew his preparation was
immaculate.  The only threat to his
safety was a failure of his oxygen
system and that was operating well.

At 28,000 feet, the lift started to drop
off and slowed to less than 100 feet a
minute and with 38,000 feet on the
altimeter, this, along with the extreme
cold, was the determining factor in

terminating the flight. Ice was settling on the instruments and it was a
continuous job scraping it off.  Even the canopy was icing up and the Perspex
had contracted lifting the canopy away from the fuselage, allowing a cold
draught of air in.

The glider was sluggish and the lift slow.  At 38,000 feet indicated and minus
55 degrees. Doug was becoming convulsive with the cold, shivering
uncontrollably.  “I was that cold!” Enough!” Doug opened the air-brakes,
pulled the wheel down, popped the drogue shoot and jammed the stick
forward, gripping it between his knees.  His descent on the barograph trace
is a vertical line. The barograph was removed from the glider by the official
observer and forwarded to the Department of Scientific Research for

homologation. After landing the push-rods were still coated with ice. The
anti-freeze grease had done its work, keeping the controls free. It took a
couple of days for Doug’s body to recover.

The flight had lasted 1 hour and 20 minutes.  The crowd on the airfield was
jubilant and celebrations evolved into a big party at the Aero Club.  The
flight had been monitored on high frequency radio across New Zealand and
was applauded in newspaper and on national radio.  Doug was awarded a
national record of 37,288 feet absolute height. He was a national aviation
hero.  He still is.

In comparison the Perlan team in 2006 used a highly modified DG505, the
latest instrumentation, satellite forecasts and pressure suits. They began
with a tow to 13,000 feet.  They made a height gain of 37,671 feet.  In
1968, Doug Yarrall, with no back-up team, with personal finance, self-taught
meteorology, an unmodified SHK, wearing his woolies and oxygen mask,
flew into unknown territory and reached 37,288 feet.  He towed to 1500
feet: a height gain of 35,788 feet.

It was later suggested that a two-seat height record should also be
attempted in the Ka7. Doug made an exploratory flight first in the SHK to
“pattern the wave” so that the Ka7’s climb should be as fast as possible.
The SHK went quickly to 26,000 ft. “Then all hell let loose!  I had no control
at all.  The g-metre was indicating some alarming figures, the ruddervators
slamming from stop to stop, I was up 1000 feet then down 1000 feet, thrown
180 degrees. I thought the glider would not take too much of this and would
break up.”  When he finally managed to clear the turbulence and return to
the airfield, he contacted ATC and was informed that a jet-stream of 156
knots was over the airfield.

(Ben Flewett's mother)

Trailer stability
If you have experienced a snaking trailer behind you, and especially if you
have not, take a look at this demonstration by Dun Laoghaire Marina.

https://www.facebook.com/dunlaoghairemarina/videos/147166
3689527395/

6Breaking a height a record
Continued

There was brandy in that cup!

https://www.facebook.com/dunlaoghairemarina/videos/1471663689527395/
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Task week 13 – 19 August
The weather was reasonably kind for once. OK no straightforward days and
most were challenging to very challenging for vintage gliders – let alone
their pilots! However, we flew on every day apart from the last one.

Over the week 30 pilots participated in 23
different gliders. The clear winner was Alan
Baker who flew the GHC Olympia 463 on
every day. “Team 127” flying their Olympia
2b came second, and Derek Copeland was
placed third in the Bocian, though he was
second as an individual pilot.

Notable flights:
� Richard Moyse in his Sky who did the O/R
Hembury Hill task, 324km, on 14 August.
This was the day that saw the furthest away
out landings: Peter Bunnage in his K6e near
Sherborne, and Derek Copeland in the Bo-
cian just SW of Sturminster Newton

� On the same day Andy Aveling and Gary
Coppin in the GHC Steinadler flew a 200 km
closed circuit task, a slight step down in
performance from flying the Arcus T!

� The fifth day the task to Harting , Butser and Basingstoke – L was a real
grovel. Zoe Mallom got round it flying the GHC Oly 2b, which was some
achievement. It was decided this was the most meritorious flight of the task
week so Zoe won the Geoffrey Stephenson award.

� Another couple of flights on the same day that deserve mention, one
especially so, even though they were not set tasks. Justin Wills (son of the
late and very famous Philip) flew his 1937 Rhonbussard from Lasham to
turn the Long Mynd and then soared back to Nympsfield, a quite astonishing
flight. Richard Moyse was also trying to get to get to Nympsfield in his 1943
Slingsby Kadet. OK, he only got to Clench Common 55km, south of

Marlborough, but that was still a great flight in a glider that has a quoted
best L/D glide performance of 15.

Special thanks are due to
Richard Moyse and Rob
McEvoy. Richard ran the
briefings and set the tasks,
while Rob did the scoring.

YS53 Sovereign
Quite likely that by the time
you read this article the YS53
will have arrived at Lasham.
It’s been very kindly donated
to the GHC by its syndicate
owners at the Bowland Forest
GC: a site well worth visiting
if you’re in that neck of the
woods.

The “YS” is because this metal
glider was built by Yorkshire
Sailplanes, who bought the
manufacturing rights for the
Sovereign from Slingsby. It is
actually the very last two
seater glider built in the
United Kingdom.

We expect it to prove very
popular with GHC members as
our second two seater. The
other, our Steinadler, is great
but the back seat isn’t exactly
friendly unless you’re lithe and
even better somewhat small
in stature – a “racing snake”
in fact! There’s no problem

Vintage News

Alan Baker

Kadet on terra firma at Clench Common

YS53 Sovereign



with the YS53 as the cockpit is very commodious both front and back plus
the visibility out is fantastic from both seats.

Eon Eton Primary
Another glider that may well have arrived by the time of publication of this
Rising Air issue is an EoN Eton TX1 Primary.

This is coming from the
Royal Air Force Museum
reserve establishment at
Stafford who decided it was
surplus to their
requirements. The RAFM
advertised its availability
and asked for bids, though
the bids needed to be
focused on convincing the
RAFM who best should be
the new owners rather than
any financial consideration.
The GHC submitted a
detailed application and I’m
very pleased to say we won!

This glider type was pretty high on the GHC acquisition list. We now have
the majority of the Elliott types that still exist in the GHC hangar. We are
missing
� Olympia 401. The sole example is still flying and based at Bicester.
� Olympia 419. We live in hope that we may eventually obtain one of the

four still in existence.
� Olympia 465. Two built and the one remaining one is on display at the

Woodley museum, Reading. This used to be based at Lasham owned by
Mark Wills and the late and much missed Keith Green.

We do not know at the moment whether  the Eton be “display only” or
whether it will be made ready to be flown by the brave who don’t mind flying
without a cockpit! Firstly we need to look at the documentation that comes
with the glider.

Simulator
As we expected, the simulator has proved very popular with visitors. We
are in the process of  upgrading it by switching to a more powerful PC and
by replacing the viewer’s screen (as opposed to the cockpit screen) with a
more modern one with higher resolution.

The Condor software allows you
to  introduce thermals and with a
further option to make them
visible.

Since the sad loss of stubble fires
so many years ago, we know that
thermals aren’t “visible”. I muse
it would likely completely ruin the
sport if they were!

However, for those who are not
pilots it’s an extra dimension,
which can be pointed out by their
instructor of course! Couple of
quid donation to the GHC and you
can have a crack at the simulator,
which can be set to vary from
pretty simple flying to highly
demanding.

8Vintage News
(continued)
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It is a common thing to hear
said that 'such and such' was
always better in the past! It is
almost part of British psyche!
However, what about the soaring
weather at Lasham? Is there any
evidence to support that it has
been slowly and surely
deteriorating in recent times?

Now over the years I have flown
a lot of competitions at Lasham.
I always used to reckon that if
you got five comp days out of
nine it was an OK comp. Alright
you didn’t expect them all to be
1000 point days, and you’d more
than likely have land-outs.

Six comp days would be a very
reasonable comp, seven days
good, etc. These days I get the
feeling that if you offered a five
day comp to Lasham competitors before the comp (impossible I know) the
majority would bite your hand off! Have things changed, if so where is the
justification if any?

I decided I’d do a bit of investigation into the topic of 'Lasham soaring
weather' and this article is the result. There are all sorts of metrics that you
can use, if you have the needed stats available, but I decided to keep things
as simple as possible with the key requirement that results were as genuinely
comparable as possible.

� Lasham competitions are a good measuring stick.

� The first comps held at Lasham were the 1955 Nationals, the first
Regionals held here were in 1967 by the way.

� There is a number of different ways of assessing how successful a comp
was dependent on what stats you have covering it. I decided it would

be far and away the best to follow the KISS
principle and the one thing you can easily find
about every comp is how many scoring days
there were and how many points the winner
ended up with.

�So a nine-day comp and if every day is well
forecast with an appropriate task, there’s
9000 points up for grabs. What percentage of
that did the winner get?

�Nine-day comps with 9000 points awarded
overall are as rare as hen’s teeth in the UK!
In fact there has only ever been one at
Lasham - in 1995. In more normal times days
get scrubbed and frequently days get
devalued, and this all gives a direct insight
into how good the comp was from the
competing pilots’ perspective.

�If it was a nine-day comp and our winner
scored 3800 points, that would be 42.2% of
the points theoretically available. Let us say
it was a two- class comp and the winner of

the other class had 52.2% of the maximum possible points available.
That gives an average of 47.2% for the comp.

� Two comps in a year with five classes? We would average the percentage
scores for each winner.

� Out of this we get a graph, the X-axis is the year. (A very few years were
not included as no comps were held at Lasham that year) The Y-axis is
the average percentage for the winners across all of the comps/classes.

� Finally to smooth it, we take a three period moving average and add this
to the chart.

Note competition scoring methodology has seen changes over the years.
From 1961 maximum winner’s points per day were changed to 1000, before
this 100. In the 1955 and 1957 Nationals they had the weird rule that the

Is our soaring weather getting worse at Lasham?
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score for a pilot’s worst day was discarded. In
the 1971 and 1972 Regionals they
experimented with the 'Placements' method of
scoring. For all of this I have adjusted, so we’re
looking at as level a playing field as possible.

There are a small number of holes, surprisingly
small, given that we’re covering just over 60
years of competitions. What is currently missing
is:

� 1970 Regionals, both Sailplane & Gliding
and Rising Air advertised one as running
between 25 July and 2 August, but so far I
have not been able to turn up any results.
We are also missing two Regionals from
1998.

� The International Vintage Rally was held at
Lasham in August 1986  but I cannot find
any records of comps. So I am taking it that
none were run that year.

� The competitions are just the BGA rated
ones. We had a 'Grand Prix', maybe two,
which have not been included. Also not
included is the one Competition Enterprise
that was held at Lasham in 2010.

The database covers 70 competition events starting with the first Lasham
comps in 1955 and finishing bang up-to-date with this August’s comps.
Together these have hosted 72 Nationals comps (Open, Standard, 15m,
18m, Sport, Club, Juniors, 20m Two-seater) and 81 regional classes.

� Starting from 1996 there was a marked deterioration through to 2012,
things have improved since then very much helped by 2013.

� Four out of five of the worst years ever have occurred since 2004.

� Since 2004 the best year (2013) is the seventh best of all years.

So, yes, I think we can say since the mid 1990’s we have been on a
downward path re 'comp enjoyability' though things now look to have
stabilised.

The best overall year 1995, which incredibly saw the Open Nationals and
the Class A and B Regionals each achieve nine 1000 point contest days. The
contest director, Terry Joint, and the task setter, Roy Pentecost, achieved
immortality! The average of the percentage maximum possible for the three
comps, 87. The next best year 1972 when the single class Regionals achieved
85.1% of maximum.

The best single comp ever? The 1995 Opens where the winner scored an
amazing 94.3% of the 9000 maximum.

10Is our soaring weather getting worse at Lasham?
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The worst overall year? 1974 where the Regionals had three days with 16.1%
of maximum. Next 2008 where two separate comps with two classes each
managed an average of 18.6%.

And the worst single comp ever? Sadly this year’s Blue Class May/June
Regionals which managed just a single day giving 5.4% of maximum, closely
followed by the Amber Class with 6%. Yuck!

If anyone would like the master spreadsheet with all the data then please
contact me at FGBradney@outlook.com. If anyone can advise on the 1970
Regionals results I would be most grateful, though I have to say I am not
exactly hopeful!

(Would ambitious task setting have an effect on the stats? Are we more
ambitious or less these days? Ed)

Hibernating glider revived
Earlier this year, an Astir CS77 was found in its trailer where it had been
hibernating since 2007.  This glider, originally christened 167, has spent all
its life at Lasham.  It was re-christened DPJ some years ago but went into
hiding when threatened by the EASA transition process.

The lonely trailer was noticed by the eagle-eyed Ed Lockhart, who told Dave
Bowtell. Dave had been looking for a suitable early cross-country glider for
our junior pilots. The owners (John Barrie-Smith and Geoff Chaplin)
generously agreed to donate the glider to Lasham Youth Gliding.

With some trepidation the glider was brought out into the daylight and
rigged, and apart from 8 years’ worth of dust, it was in remarkably good
condition. It was officially registered as G-DDPJ and christened Juliette.

Declan Callan-McGill, David Edwards, Olly Metcalfe, Michael Harrison and
Jordan Bridge spent several weeks removing grime, stripping it down and
polishing it. All the plumbing and wiring was replaced with help from Ben
Hughes, who generously donated a Cambridge Vario. John Brookes
generously supplied the lettering to meet EASA requirements, and a FLARM
has been added courtesy of Shawn Lapworth.

The original logbook had gone AWOL. Fortunately the BGA hard-copy archive
still exists and had copies of the annuals and other work done on the glider
including the original C of A Certificate.  Richard Moyse painstakingly checked
and inspected Juliette against all the requirements and completed the pile
of paperwork to cover the 39 year history of the glider. After six weeks
EASA Certificate was issued.

Richard bravely took the first test flight, and after some adjustments,
proclaimed it fit for use.  Juliette is currently parked in new covers on the
south side of the airfield, raring to go. Unfortunately, the weather of late
has not encouraged any long flights, but Juliette is all set for great things
next year.  Lasham Youth gratefully thank all those who have contributed.

11Is our soaring weather getting worse at Lasham?
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The runes suggested that 9 August 2016
might be a good day. Thus, planning began
like many others a few days before with the
first big decision; should I or should I not go
flying? This is because there is always work
to do, which, as I am self-employed, meant
balancing the amount of guilt one can live with
by the potential of the day, divided by the
possibility of landing out, and not cooking
dinner for my hard working wife.

It also meant checking that my resident
mother-in-law was not off on one of her
numerous tea parties, so she could look after
Jet, the pooch. In order to make the decision,

it also meant discussing it with the head of the dark weather arts at Lasham
University, Dave Masson.

Now this is not always as easy as it seems, as he flies a magical glider called
an LS6, which, while not quite as good as a Nimbus 2000, always seems to
find that extra 200km – usually by flying in a part of the space-time
continuum where everyone knows that the thermals cannot possibly be
working. Anyway, as my ladder ranking was slowly dropping due to Muggle
technology (turbos), I was desperate to put in at least one last long flight
before the season started to disappear as we left the nicer weather in Europe
due to Brexit.

Thus, desperation met optimism, and we decided to push the boat out.
However, as ever, there was a catch: Professor Dave reckoned it could be
epic – a long day with cloud-bases in excess of 6000ft in some places, with
good solid climbs, but the predicted magical lift factor, cold air advection,
might also lead to increased chances of dense anti-thermions absorbing all
light energy (water vapour) as the magical flux moved in from the north
west. (eh? Ed)

Cold air advection, as all of you will know, is when colder air moves into a
region of warmer air, so increasing instability.  If it has a sensible inversion
and not too much moisture, it can greatly enhance thermal strength. Now

of course, the smarter amongst you will remember that boundaries between
different air masses are called “fronts”.

Figure 1 is the forecast from Dave Masson for the day, as well as soundings
and a satellite picture, which really tells the whole story.

The Masson-cast for 9 August 2016 and the Nottingham ascents at 00 Z on
9 August, 12 Z on the 9th and 00Z on 0 August, with the terra 1km satellite
image for early morning. The ascents, and the satellite, show the more
unstable air as indicated by bigger clouds. AKA a “front”.

Al’s trip to Dover , via Towcester
and Portsmouth (twice)

Figure 1. The weather for the day.



Synopsis: Cool, dry NW-erly flow which improves with longer ground track,
high pressure building from the west. Good conditions over much of the
country for a bit, but destabilising and overdeveloping from the NW (cold
air advection + a trough?) with the best conditions becoming more confined
to the SE. EPIC in the SE.

At Lasham, soarable early with a temp of ~14°C giving cumulus. Useable
by 10am with wind 340/16kt and good cumulus base 2500-3000ft. Getting
better and better with cold air advection making strong thermals. By early
afternoon wind 330/13kt and good cumulus base 4500ft+/7000ft. By
mid-afternoon still good at Lasham, wind 320/12kt, strong climbs under
increasing amounts of large cumulus base 4500-5000ft+, but tops going to
8000-9000ft+ and showing signs of overdeveloping from the N or NW.

By 6pm I am fairly sure it will have completely overdeveloped and convection
may have stopped. Good for fast 400-600km flights, but they need some
planning: Best area early afternoon SE of a line roughly Lincoln-Hampshire;
Best area mid-afternoon SE of a line roughly Lowestoft-Dorset; Highest
cloudbase near the S/SE coast eg: Hampshire 5000ft+ ASL, W.Sussex
5500-6000ft+ ASL, E.Sussex & Kent & Suffolk 6000-7000ft ASL
(temp/dewpoint 20/4).

Please also note that Wales and the West Country are also useable, without
the really good conditions elsewhere, but also without the overdevelopment.

Weather data: max/min, 19°C / 9°C; dew point, ~ 6°C; wind
strength/direction, 12 knots / 330 degrees; cloud base/thermal top, 5000
feet; thermal strength, 5 knots; thermal start/finish, 1000/1800; visibility,
>21,000 metres.

The morning dawned bright, and had the feel of a good day. Sensible
thermals got going bang on the numbers as predicted around 10am or so.
I went through the usual magical dark art of deciding how much water to
put on: too little, and everyone would think you were a wuss, too much and
you would either be a hero, or a zero 15km down track in some little field.
I decided to prevaricate and put in about two-thirds (120kg). That left the
final  decision of which of the various flights I had planned the night before
to go for.

Clearly it had to be further than most others on the grid, but not as far as
David as he would probably declare: 2,000km.  I wanted to go in a direction
that optimised my natural tendency to avoid 8/8ths . Call me old fashioned,
but not being a turbo-warrior, these things do matter – even in a JS-1.
Despite rumours , my glider does not actually levitate, despite the owner’s
best attempts at telekinesis.

The choice actually became fairly simple: go north as far as you dared, and
then make sure you came back to the South Coast. This was where
Topmeteo, RASP, and even David agreed it would be epic for most of the
day. The final choice was then how far. I usually work on 90km/h average
for longer flights, which gave me somewhere between 600 & 800km. Given
the possibility of spread out, it seemed prudent to err on the side of caution.
Thus, go north young man to Towcester to meet the beginnings of the cold
air advection, then head south, and go right down to the coast  to Portsmouth
North, and then along to Dover Marina, and then back to Portsmouth North
again. Simples. This actually proved to be sensible – but only just.

I launched at
11:12, and
started at 11:25
at 4,200 ft AMSL.
The cloud-base
was rising well,
although the
climbs were a
little weak.  I was
probably a little
too heavy for the
first 50km (it
happens as you
get older, or so
my wife says), so
kept pushing on
fairly low with the
old MC (the Might
Climb button) set
to a wuss factor
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Figure 2. Heading into Towcester. Very murky, but
lift very good. A front, perhaps?



0.5 – so going
for long slower
glides.

I took my first
fairly weak first
climb west of
Benson, follow-
ed by the odd
turn as nothing
seemed to be
that good until I
spotted some-
thing just south
of Bicester.

This was a good
thing, as I was
getting lowish
(1900 ft AMSL).
Now the
interesting thing
was that the
clouds were different as I came into Bicester. Looking further north, it
seemed to be filling in; but this climb was a solid 5-6 kt. This must have
been the cold air advection;

I was back up to 4,500 AMSL in no time. Despite the slight filling in, the sky
began to look epic. The clouds had dark non-soggy bottoms, with good
depth, which were very different from 10km further south. I took another
climb near Silverstone because by this time, it really was beginning to look
a bit dark, but the thermals were terrific. I turned Towcester at 12:38. My
average speed from Lasham was 86 km/h; probably a little slow, reflecting
extreme timidity. However I was really glad I did not have to go any further
North. in particular, to the NW. It looked horrible and I even experienced a
few spots of rain. Much to my relief, I headed south and away from the
invading spread-out and fill-in.

The leg back started well enough, but again, I seemed to go through a
transitory zone from big, fat, deep clouds, to small, fluffy ones with not
much under them, and had to reset the MC to 1.0, until I got a good climb
just by Basingstoke, which floated me up to 4,700ft AMSL at about 5kt. This
was more like it.

The sky looked much better to the south, and so we reset the MC button to
2.4 (which now became the More “C” button, light-speed) -  very different
from up North. The run down to Portsmouth was lovely (Figure 3), and I
turned it at 13:59. The average speed from Towcester was 106 km/h (yes,
I know, I had the wind up me chuff). Looking North, the sky now looked
terrific. Maybe the cold air advection would stay up there, or at least dry
out a bit as it came south. Moreover, there was the beginnings of a sea
breeze. The day was beginning to shape up nicely.

The sky just got better and better, and I took a southerly route to avoid
airspace and to make use of the convergence; it was not quite continuous,
but I only needed to stop for 5kt or more. By 3pm we were saying hello to
the Normans ,as we whizzed past Battle at 5000 ft plus. Unfortunately, I
now had to break the climbs off because of the airspace. Arghhh!

The sky was to die
for, and joy of joys, I
then picked up the
edge of another sea
breeze coming in
towards Hythe, and
had to squeak past
the danger area. I
had never been this
far east from Lasham
before. I couldn’t see
any dragons, or
invading Normans.

There were roads and
horseless carriages,
so perhaps still safe
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Figure 3. Heading to Portsmouth. More like it! I was
tempted to keep going to the Island of Widget,

Figure 4. Clouds to die for: going along the coast
near Hythe; sea breeze near Dover.



and there were signs of civilisation. The visibility was superb and the contrast
between the sea and the clouds was simply breath-taking (figure 4).

Even better, it looked like the sea breeze would take me just north of Dover.
I could even see France! A plan formed: I would climb up in the higher bit
of free airspace East of Hythe, whistle along the front, and into Dover and
then out again. However, as I got there, I realised the front was actually
quite a lot further inland, and would have to fly near that mysterious gliding
club, Waldershare Park. Were they friendly? Did it exist? Moreover, as I was
well over 5,000ft, I would have to find a gap and fly through the front. But
the clouds parted to the sound of trumpets, and there it was, Dover (figure
5).

I rounded the turn-point
in sink, as I usually do, at
15:26, took several
pictures, and then
scuttled out – average
speed 116km/h for the
leg. Ok, not quite team
standard, but not bad for
an older plodder. But it
didn’t last.

Alas, even in the five
minutes it had taken to go
around Dover, the sky
had changed a lot and my
original route in was no
longer there. The the
convergence had already
moved in land and started
to decay. So I headed

inland towards Ashford and at this point I realised that the dreaded spread
out was already encroaching into the fair county of Kent; would I actually
end up landing in the bread-basket of England? Would there be butter?

My stomach gave a
convulsion. My route home
was beginning to close in
and I might be late for tea.
Time to wind back the MC
(it now means, “Much
Caution”). The sky had
utterly changed. All those
wonderful clouds were
collapsing, and the sun
insolation was rapidly
reducing as the dark energy
moved in from the NW
annihilating the happy rays.

I managed to get a couple
of reasonable climbs on the
edge of the sun/cloud
shadow, the last getting me to 4,800ft not far from Tenterden. I then set
off towards the remaining clouds, hanging on under the spread-out, more
in hope than anything else. Alas, they promptly started to change shape as
they decayed, as they do in G Dale’s book on thermals. The pointy bit at
the top was sinking down to become a pointy bit at the bottom. It was like
some slow-motion horror film, as all your hopes were sucked out by a rabid
thermal-eating dementor.

However, my innate pessimism was not rewarded. I got a weak climb near
Battle, and realised I should be able to make Ringmer. At least I could tow
out of there (as it turns out, I couldn’t, see later). However, fortune (well,
the sun), smiled briefly.  I could see another right-way-up non-decaying
cloud near Eastbourne. However, it was not that well-formed, so I dumped
40 kg of water and managed to climb back up to nearly 5000ft. And joy of
joys, I could see that the sun was still on the ground near Brighton. There
were still some usable clouds.

Ok, I could make it to Parham now, so the cost of the inevitable aerotow
retrieve was now getting cheaper. The time was 16:20. Alas, I was so busy
that I didn’t take a picture at this point on the leg, but Dave kindly provided
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Figure 5. The parting of the wispies revealing
Dover; just possible to see the French.

Figure 6 Ringmer in the very late afternoon.
Courtesy of Dave Masson. Note spread out



one from the comfort of Ringmer, which clearly shows the spread out. Note
the spread-out and the fact that the pilot seems to be taking a photograph
from outside the glider standing on the ground. Are these facts connected?

As most of you will agree, this time of day, as the sun starts getting lower
and the light starts to go yellow, is psychologically very damaging as you
know that the day is beginning to die, and you still have 100km plus to go.

However, there was still a little bit of the convergence, and as I plodded my
way past Brighton, I was faced with a really difficult choice. Do I try and
make the remaining clouds in the sun way off to the south-west nearer
Chichester? Here there was evidence of decaying clouds due to shadow.  Or
do I go for the last little scraps, in shadow, but much nearer to Parham? I
was just east of Shoreham at 3,700 ft, in sink, but safely into Parham with
the option of trying to work the remaining clouds there (there was a ray of
sun on the home ridge). You guessed it. A small animal sacrifice to the
weather gods was not a possibility (it makes a terrible mess of the
instrument panel), and so, as it was nearly 16:50, I settled for the safe
option and a cup of tea at Parham.

By the time I got to Parham , I was below 2,000ft, and looking to the South,
the clouds I had been looking at were decaying, and the spread-out was
killing it. Strat-O-death – so I probably made a good choice not to have
gone there. On the other hand, I could see there was still sun towards
Portsmouth, but I was far too low to get there. However, as I went over
Parham, I could see that there still some scraps of cumulus to the west of
the airfield, even thought it was completely overcast. So I dumped my
remaining water and headed for where I thought the thermal might be
generated – along the edge of a river.

At 17:02 I connected, and it built to nearly 3kt. Yee hah, followed by boo
hoo, as it died at 3,700 ft. Poop, not quite enough to get back to Lasham,
especially with a 10kt headwind, but miracle of miracles, the top cover was
starting to break, and yes, to the north of Midhurst, coming off the ridge,
there was a new cumulus forming. Flying at about the best MC (Magic Carpet
setting), around 0.3 and 55-65kt, we tip-toed towards the fluffy vapour of
hope, and yes, it gave us a massive 0.5kt. Up is definitely better than down,
however feeble it is.

After eight
minutes, by 17:29
we had climbed to
a staggering 3,000
ft (still AMSL. But
life was perking
up, as there was
another cumulus
forming just past
Liphook, and
barring any serious
sink, we were not
far from getting
home. Yippee!

Somehow I had
avoided yet another
aerotow from
Parham (they have
got to know me
quite well over the
years).

I decided to stop and climb in this little thermal to give myself a nice and
safe final glide home. There was no rush now. Speed was not of the essence,
getting home was. I was not going to complete the task, so I would lose
few speed points. I then realised two things: a), I was climbing at 3kt, and
b), there was a new convergence forming over Butser Hill, with nice sunshine
to the south and a clear shadow sun/line.

The time was 17:40 and I had 3,500ft, and I was wearing sunglasses. I
incorrectly supposed that somewhere out there, Dave Masson was probably
on his way to a longer flight, which he would complete, leading to the top
position on the ladder of glory. I would suffer severe heckling for lack of
moral fibre – as my glider was just so much better. So burning all bridges
and not to be out-done, I set off towards the sunshine. What could possibly
go wrong?
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Figure 6. Last bits of convergence near Butser Hill –
enough height to get around Portsmouth and home!



Well, as it turns out, and somewhat unusually for me, nothing. At 17:48 I
got to the convergence, and it was obviously working, but where was the
best bit? I was too low to connect with the wispy bits where the thermals
were obviously going into the cloud. Instead I headed towards a likely
thermal source, a small village called Clanfield. After a lot of fiddling about
and re-centering, I eventually got to nearly 5,000ft at 1800 hrs, which gave
us just enough height to get around the turn-point and safely home.

At 18:04 I said hello again to Portsmouth, and at 4,200ft, turned for home
I had averaged 64km/h from Dover. In typical fashion, I bumped into 4kt
on the glide and climbed a bit more to fly faster on the remaining leg, and
crossed the finish line at 18:26, feeling both relieved and a little smug. It
has to be said, I was both desperate for the loo and a warm cup of tea, as
it was getting very cold.  I had managed to average 88km/h over the flight,
so my magic formula had worked. The colder air had truly arrived.

This was perhaps one of the most enjoyable flights of the year. It was not
the fastest, but the scenery was terrific, I went somewhere I had never been
before. There were extremes of weather – ranging from ballistic in parts, to
utterly dire in other bits. But perhaps the greatest satisfaction was
completing it.

As to the cold air advection, it both helped, but also hindered. It was clear
that the air, by the end of the day, was incredibly unstable, and as long as
you could hang on, it was possible to make it across the bad bits by using
the warm spots – even under the 8/8ths. You had to keep changing gear.
As some gliding god once said to me: “do your scratching high up” – very
wise words. Better to be climbing at 1kt at 4,000ft and feeling relaxed, than
climbing at 1kt at 400 ft and in a total panic.

Other people also did really good flights on this day: Andy Davies flying his
JS-1 did a similar distance flying from Nympsfield. Interestingly, some of
his flight was done under spread-out, but out towards Norfolk, it was pretty
good (he did 611km at 104km/h). Tim MacFadyen, in an Arcus, also flying
from Nympsfield, made it to Dover and back, which was particularly good
going given the conditions (567km). Alas, the weather-meister, Dave, ended
up at Ringmer. He had declared 777km, started really early and went to
Crowland, but got rained on, and had also declared Portsmouth-Dover for

the latter part of the task, but the rapidly changing conditions got him and
he could not make it to Dover, or get home – but he did manage 614km (at
an average of 87km/h).

Unfortunately, Ringmer wouldn’t let him tow out, so many thanks to Nigel
Pocock for going to get him (it is a long retrieve). I think if I had gone to
get him the smug factor would simply have been too much!

So I guess having 53:1
does help, as does a
sensible dollop of
wussiness. Anyway, the
last picture is of my
trace for the day (Figure
7).

The fact that it rained on
Dave, and that I hit a
few spots around
Towcester, suggests the
doubled-edged sword
nature of cold air
advection; the best
conditions are often on
the edge.

Plus, wussiness can
sometimes lead to extra
smugness when the
professor of the dark

meterological arts runs out of magic levitation dust. Next year, we might
try something a little more daring; starting a task before 11 am

with input from Dave Masson.
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Figure 7. Al’s trace. The satellite map is not of
the same day! Although it does look quite nice.
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After I had lost my medical category, I asked
to be posted to RAF Detling to teach gliding.
I also did a little power-flying there in Austers
and Tiger Moths and things like that, but nothing
serious.  The pupils were enthusiastic, but they
were not getting good instruction. This is because
the  instructors were not trained to teach on
two-seaters.

The gliders were simply issued to the schools,
with the RAF pilots to do the instructing on them.
It was thought that you got a good background
from them. But these instructors had been
brought up on gliders by solo training.  Anyone
trained that way usually had bad habits.

The glider on which they had learned was the Kirby Cadet. It was meant to
teach people from scratch: solo.  First you did ground slides, just keeping
the wings level and using the rudder to keep straight, but this method of
directional control on really works on the ground. You then did hops, and
then higher hops and finally some turns and circuits.

The Cadet was designed for that method of learning. This meant that it had
to fly very slowly. It had a big wing area as a result. The glide angle wasn’t
particularly good: 12 or 14:1, something like that, but the performance does
not matter in this regime. It had just got to fly and be reasonably
"handle-able" because you put students in on their own. The student largely
taught themselves.

The solo method of training produced very poor pilots, in the main. As soon
as I flew with someone, I could instantly tell they had been trained on a
single-seater. Their rudder co-ordination was hopeless. A lot of the people
had been instructing in two-seaters realised how bad their flying was when
I flew with them. After a few flights we lost them. Fortunately some others
carried on.

For years after taking over Lasham, I was finding people who "ruddered"
their way into their turns, and who then left the rudder almost full on during

a turn. That sort of error which should have been beaten out of them long
before. They had all taught themselves with a rudder-dominating aeroplane.

Fortunately when I arrived at Detling, they had T21 two-seaters. The T21
was quite a successful trainer.  The instructor was there with the student to
keep an eye on things, and so could quickly correct any over-ruddering by
insisting on stick and rudder.

It was necessary to teach the instructors the effects of the controls, in
particular adverse yaw. That is a lesson which had probably been seldom
shown to the average student.  I could then show them simple exercises of
adverse yaw which they could show to their students.

The Piggott Interviews  - 3
Teaching in two-seaters

Slingsby T.7 Kirby Cadet    It first flew 1935

The Gliding Heritage
Centre sent Paul
Haliday,  Geoff Martin &
Mike Philpott to
interview Derek Piggott
last year to start a video
archive. This is the third
section taken from the
transcript. Last time we
learnt that DP missed
out on test-pilots’
school because of high-
tone deafness. This is
what happened next.
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tone deafness. This is
what happened next.



For teaching judgement in the circuit, as now, we used angles very much.
For gliders like the Cadet, it was reckoned never to go outside the 45 degree
angle to the edge of the field, or a landable area. For people used to the low
performance of the Cadet, we had to  'unteach' their angles. The two-seaters
had a much better performance.

The very low flying speed of the early trainers also made them very
vulnerable to running into an area of sink somewhere on the circuit. You
can lose 200 or 300 feet in a few seconds in a slow glider. When we got the
heavier better performing two-seater gliders, it was no worry. You can cut
through any sink so quickly.

Instead of following a formula, I taught by really concentrating on situations:
looking, learning, explaining, demonstrating and getting them to deal with

situations, rather than the instructor taking over, so they actually learnt to
look out for things actually going wrong, which previously hadn't been taught
during their solo training.

Flying different aeroplanes is really fun and interesting.  It is where a lot of
experience in different types is an enormous advantage. I was out to get
that sort of experience myself. Eventually it led to me testing gliders to see
if they could be improved in some ways, mainly from the point of view of
the handling. Performance was often a major design problem, but that wasn't
my business.  I was interested to find which gliders had good handling, how
it could have been improved and advise people on that.

I think it is useful for people learning how to fly to understand quite a lot
about testing, such as why they like the controls as they are, or why they
don't like them, or what could be improved in the aircraft.  When I got into
a new glider, I did not just get into it like you might, I was always testing
it. “How does this control behave? Let's try this...”  It was the same for any
aircraft that I flew.

When you are testing the stability of gliders, you measure it, and decide if
it is what is wanted, or whether there is a problem of becoming unstable
above certain speeds. You can detect when that is happening quite easily
and then design it out, or just re-trim the aeroplane, in effect. Quite often
it is a case of just adjusting things to suit. My experience with modelling
was invaluable. I often gave advice at Slingsby's.  I would be go up to
Kirkbymoorside where they would ask "What should we do?  Should we
make it aerobatic? This is where my background was modelling was
invaluable.

My partner, Maria, says that when someone would ask me “Would you test
it for flutter, please?" Any sensible person would say "Don't be daft". I said
yes and went up.  On one occasion I was testing a Kestrel for flutter with
the ASI up against the stop but appearing to show only 90 knots. However
I then overtook a de Havilland DH104 Dove (a twin-engined British
short-haul airliner). I certainly experienced flutter then!

Edited by John McCullagh
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Slingsby T21 two-seat training glider.  It first flew in 1944
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Lasham Youth Gliding has had another busy series of Saturday and
Tuesday evening flying, under the care of Dave Bowtell and Bob
Johnson, assisted by Malcolm George, Julian Richardson, Clive
Swain, Mark Davenport, Sej, and others. Flying will continue through
the winter on Group 3 Saturdays and extra days during the school holidays.

Lasham Youth gratefully acknowledge generous funding provided by Lasham
Trust. We are also thankful for members and friends who donated prizes for
the Grand Raffle which raised £1300.

Achievements in 2016
The list below is in strictly alphabetic order, as each achievement is worthy
in its own right, depending on many factors including age, experience, and
availability to mention but three. Some achievements are the culmination
of three or four years’ gliding, some much less. If the weather remains kind,
we should have a few more first solo flights to add shortly.

The pre- and post-solo helpers are not to be forgotten, retrieving gliders,
hooking on, hangar packing, and generally pushing and pulling which makes
for a true community of gliding.  Sincere apologies if anyone or anything
has been omitted.

Catch-Up days

The Catch-Up days (second Saturday of every month – March to November
inclusive) have proved very successful. An average of ten people turned up
each month.  In total 41 members, current and old, joined us (some several
times) over the year.

We had a very successful Pimms party in June and a photograph gathering
in September, where many old friends were recalled from years gone by.
Our final Catch-Up will be on 12 November, where I hope we will see more
‘new’ faces and have the opportunity to wish everyone well until we meet
again, next year, on 11 March.

Scholarships and bursaries
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior-gliding/funding-
opportunities/

Lasham Youth
Catch-Up days

Jordan Bridge Assistant Cat. Instructor (Lasham staff  - course
instructor), winch driver

Declan Callan-
McGill

Bronze Badge + XC endorsement, BGA Basic
Aerobatic Badge, cable retrieve truck driver

Nicky Dobson Currency in K21, cable retrieve truck driver

Robert Fenner First solo
Marcus Griggs Re-solo, Basic Aerobatic Badge.

Michael Harrison Assistant Cat. instructor (and  Level 1 in Australia )

Henry Inigo-Jones Bronze Badge +XC endorsement, Silver height and
duration, cleared for Discus, retrieve truck driver

Felicity Jones Solo aerotow, BGA Basic Aerobatic Badge, Bronze
Badge , Launch Point Control

Hannah Knight Solo aerotow, 2hr soaring duration.

Suzie Lyell Bronze Badge +XC endorsement, Silver height. two
50km attempts

Olly Metcalfe 2000+XC km, Gold and Diamond XC distances, land
out expert, Basic Instructor Rating.

Callum Manning K21 Currency, launch point control, cable retrieve
truck driver

Guy Roth Intermediate Aerobatic Badge.

Ben Syndercombe Bronze Badge +XC endorsement, cable retrieve truck
driver

Barney Zubor Former cadet, First Officer with Ryanair.

https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior-gliding/funding-opportunities/
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior-gliding/funding-opportunities/
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We are arranging a really good season of Saturday evening events
again this winter. Talks are free of charge and you do not need to be a
member at Lasham to attend. A collection for the Lasham Trust will be made
Some dates are provisional.  A table-service dinner will be available in the
restaurant afterwards. Booking is strongly advised - 01256 384910 or
cateringmanager@lasham.org.uk

Saturday 29 Oct 2016 – Lasham’s traditional bonfire party and firework
display. The bonfire will be lit at 6pm and the firework display will start at
19:30 approx. A cash barbecue and cash bar will be available.

Saturday 5 Nov – New toys for your cockpit from LX Navigation. A talk by
the MD of LX Navigation, Nik Salej. Nik will tell us about the work that they
are doing on evolving glider instrumentation including their new ERA
variometers. This talk will be of interest to glider pilots and pilots of light
sport aircraft.

Saturday 12 Nov - Soaring the Southdowns ridge in winter and how to
have fun on the ridge. An illustrated talk by Martin Roberts on how to get
the very best out of our nearest ridge.

Saturday 19 Nov – A talk on the Red Arrows by former Reds pilot, Alan
Chubb. Alan was a member of the world’s best display aerobatic team in
the 1980s and will talk of his own experiences including the selection
process, techniques used, planning of displays and en route flying.

Saturday 26 Nov – Lasham Gliding Society open meeting – This event is
for LGS members only. Ask questions. Hear the latest news and ideas.

Saturday 3 Dec - Getting Stuck in for Shanghai: the British in China and
the First World War. A talk by by Prof Robert Bickers who is Professor of
History at Bristol University and specialises in Chinese history. Some may
notice the surname and yes, he is Bob and Joan’s son.

Saturday 10 Dec – Lasham’s traditional Christmas party. This is ticketed
event and tickets will be available nearer the time from Lasham’s restaurant.
Lots of silliness all around. Sensible behaviour will not be allowed!

Saturday 17 Dec - Tai Chi and optimal health; from thermal vents to
quantum biology. A talk by Dr Al Nunn. Although Tai Chi is a martial art, it
encompasses so much more towards well being including meditation, diet
and efficient transfer of energy through the skeleton.

Saturday 24 Dec – No Lasham event is being planned for Xmas eve.

Saturday 31 Dec – No formal event is planned at the time of writing for
New Years Eve although there will probably be some impromptu events
taking place.

Sunday 1 Jan 2017 – Traditional New Years Day Charity “Fun”
Run/Walk/Stagger /swagger around the peri track. Arranged by Marjorie
Hobby in aid of the Cinnamon Trust. Meet at the Clubhouse for an 11:00
AM start.

Saturday 7 Jan – We start off the new year with another talk by Paul
Stickler on historical murders in the Twentieth Century and before. Paul’s
talk was very well attended last year and this is the next episode. More info
on Paul's excellent web site: www.historicalmurders.com

Saturday 14 Jan – So you think you’re a good driver, do you? A talk by
the Institute of Advanced Motorists arranged by Jane Nash.

Saturday 21 Jan – RNLI Teddington Lifeboats – A talk by Kay Whittaker
on the work done by the RNLI and Teddington Lifeboats. This will include
video footage of real rescues and injuries which some might find distressing.

Saturday 28 Jan - Paramotoring, the Self Launching Motor Glider, in the
boot of a car by Michel Carnet, current British Champion and former World
Champion

Saturday 4 Feb - A talk by Adam Spink who is a Heathrow Controller. An
overview of ATC operations at Heathrow. Or; How to squeeze a quart into
a pint pot.

Saturday 11 Feb – An event is planned and will be advised in due course.

Winter talks and other events
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Saturday 18 Feb – Visit to the WW2 Battle of Britain bunker at Uxbridge
followed by an optional “adventure in Curry” meal at a local restaurant.
This is where the coordination of the Battle of Britain actually took place.
Prior booking needed. Call the office on 01256 384900 to book a place.

Saturday 25 Feb – Glyn Bradney will present a collection of gliding
videos including some “mishaps” caught on film.

Saturday 4 March – A talk by broadcast professional and futurologist,
Richard Salmon on television past, present and future and what your next
TV and home entertainment system might look like.

Saturday 11  March – A talk by Shaun Lapworth on LXNav instruments
and their development. This talk will be of interest to glider pilots and
pilots of light sport aircraft.

Saturday 18  March – A classical guitar recital by Jane Nash. Jane is a
member at Lasham and a highly accomplished guitar player. If you did not
manage to hear her play last year, this is one not to be missed!

Saturday 25 March – Lasham Gliding Society Annual General Meeting.
This event is for LGS members only.

Saturday 1 April – Provisional and subject to confirmation – A talk by G
Dale on bailing out of gliders and his forthcoming second book.
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UK AIP AND RELEVANT VFR CHARTS:
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Organising the winter talks
There are several benefits in having such a full winter talks season. The
obvious ones are that it provides more benefit for our members and gives
a good reason to come to the airfield when they might otherwise be staying
home. In having an event every Saturday, there is no confusion whether or
not something is laid on. It helps trade for our caterers. It helps add funds
to the Lasham Trust and will also hopefully add funds to the Lasham
Charitable Trust this year. It also adds funds to many other good causes in
our collection buckets. It generates good will with local communities and
neighbouring aviation organisations. We welcome visitors to the talks and
maybe some might wish to become members at Lasham.

When planning the schedule, it often seems to occur that for a long time we
are short of speakers and then, like the proverbial number 22 bus, several
arrive all at once! This has happened again this year and we are grateful to
those who have volunteered but have not found a space on this year's
schedule. I am afraid that you are not off the hook! We will be needing
speakers next year.

So, how can members at Lasham help with the winter talks? They do take
a lot of organising so if you feel able to help with this, please talk to Jane
Nash or me. We are always on the look out for speakers for the coming
season and with nearly 800 members at Lasham, we have a lot of home
grown talent, yet to be tapped. You can also put the word about in your own
locality. We welcome visitors from all around to the talks. The more, the
merrier and it is really nice to see some local people taking part at Lasham.
If you would like to do the "honours" by introducing the speaker and thanking
them at the end on behalf of Lasham, then there could be opportunities for
this. The talks generally follow a fixed format, starting at 18:00 sharp.

Finally, if you really want to help the winter talks, please just turn up in the
audience and attend a few or more. We have a good variety of talks and we
hope that we have something that will interest most people this winter.

Note that a few dates changed right up to the time of publication.
If there are any more, we will email you nearer the time.

22Winter talks and other events
(continued)



23Cross-country season

The top twenty flights on the BGA Ladder this year by Lasham’s members

All flights started and ended at LAS, CAC, LA7 or Four Marks. The
starred flights were incomplete.

I only had to update the table published on 30 June with three flights. All
happened on 14 July. Even that was not at all straightforward. Carol Kirkwood
said there would be spread-out and there was. George’s flight needed a cloud
climb to 6400ft near Swindon to get back.

The rest of the season hasn’t been all that bad since the June issue but the
very best weather was in the spring. However August and September
provided quite a few highly acceptable days, and even October. 9 August
produced some great flights along the South Coast towards Kent.

It is worth mentioning that posting flights on the ladder should be routine
for all of us, just as in the days when we wrote things in the cross-country
book. In our airspace battles, we have been able to show the airspace that
we use, but we have had to point out that we only ever have a small sample
of all the cross-country flights from Lasham. You don’t need to be an ace.
Just upload every flight after checking that you have not infringed.

Date Pilot Glider Task km km/h

14-May Graham McAndrew Duo Discus EastbourneNW - Bridport - Ashley 766.8 88.1
14-May George Metcalfe ASW 28 Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.9 84.3
23-Apr Andy Aveling ARCUS Lewes W - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.9 93.5
14-May Roger Barber Nimbus 4 Eastbourne NW - Uttoxeter - Axminster 765.3 81.4
14-Jul George Metcalfe ASW 28 Chard - Ramsey - Elkstone South 652.2 79.9
14-May Roy Pentecost ASG 29 15m Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.7 79.6
23-Apr Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 18m Lewes W - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.5 90.3
14-May Bob Thirkell ASG 29 18m Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.7 92.6
23-Apr Roger Barber Nimbus 4 Eastbourne NW - Butser - Alfriston Bridge - Whiddon Down 752.5 96.6
14-Jul Andy Aveling Arcus Eastbourne NW - Bovey Tracey - Daventry * 730.3 72.9
14-May Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 18m Polgate- Sidmouth - Ashbourne * 732.9 77.6
30-Apr Garry Coppin Arcus Polgate - Plymouth E 641.0 79.0
17-Apr Garry Coppin Arcus Chard - Corby South 516.7 110.3
23-Apr Bob Thirkell ASG 29 18m LewesW - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.1 79.9
23-Apr David Masson LS6C 18m LewesN - LAS - Gaydon - Chard 589.2 76.4
17-Apr Luke Dale Std Cirrus Alcester - Melbury Bubb 402.7 87.3
03-May David Masson LS6 W Hembury Hill - Odiham - Yeovil Reservoir 569.8 99.2
17-Apr David Masson LS6C 18m Hembury Hill - LAS - Hembury Hill 648.2 98.7
17-Apr Will Ellis Hornet WL Alcester - Melbury Bubb 402.7 87.6
14-Jul Alistair Nunn JS1 B CAC - EastborneNW - Bullington - Axminster - Westcott 604.7 92.2
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I regularly meet people who regard flying training with some
trepidation and check flights/skills tests with abject terror! While I
appreciate that a certain level of uneasiness exists in these situations, I
hope this article will provide some insight as to what to expect.

In the 40 years or so that I have been flying, I have experienced life as a
trainee, a candidate for test and as an instructor/examiner. During this time,
instructional technique has evolved from the post war “carrot and stick”
method (also known as “sink or swim”).  The modern “facilitative” approach
allows for a much more relaxed and informative experience.  Concurrently,
we have moved from grainy black and white text books into fully interactive
on-line tutorials. Lastly, modern aircraft and flight-simulation have allowed
for repetition of certain exercises in a far less “time-hungry” yet predictable
fashion.

Taken as a whole, this means that students are presenting themselves better
prepared, both theoretically and practically, for their flying training and
testing.  So how do we address the psychological or “uneasiness” aspect?

The first items to consider are currency and experience. There is a difference.
If you have not been flying at least once every month (and preferably once
a week, if training) then you are not current. Experience has traditionally
been expressed in terms of total hours flown.  In fact it is much more than
that.

A pilot with a few hours in many types over varying terrain is going to have
a different level of experience to a pilot who has flown many hours in a few
types at a single site.  Or to put it bluntly, the same hour of flying repeated
many times over is not exactly experience!  Relevant and varied experience
is what counts here.  Regardless, there is no substitute for recency.

Mental attitude has a huge influence on the outcome of both training and
testing.  Staying open-minded, being receptive to new ideas and information
and questioning any items that are not fully understood, should always be
the norm. When is the best time to accomplish the pre-landing checklist?
Remember that some exercises do not have a definitive answer. For
example, an engine failure (or cable break) may result in an off-airfield

landing. But equally, a turn-back may be a possibility, if it can be
accomplished with no appreciable loss of safety margin.

Checking and
testing do not need
to be a thoroughly
u n s a v o u r y
experience (for
either the candidate
or the examiner).
Remember, it is
your chance to
demonstrate your
knowledge and skill.
Try to fly as though
the examiner was
not present.

Attempting to second-guess what an examiner is expecting to see is not
possible.  They often have no fixed idea as to the outcome of a procedure.
If an exercise does not work out exactly as you envisaged, try to set it aside
and move onto the next item.  Most examiners will engineer the test in order
to review this item again, perhaps in an entirely different scenario.  Failure
(or “not meeting the standard”) is never a happy situation. Nevertheless,
try to use this as an opportunity to glean information from the examiner as
to how to improve things for the next attempt.

Situational awareness is often overlooked.  This process begins long before
you arrive for flying training or testing. It requires information to be
gathered.  Weather, NOTAMS, availability of equipment and instructors are
just a few.

Arriving at the airfield allows for fine tuning of this mental model. The
windsock, moisture content of the air and surface condition of the field can
all give clues. Finally, an update prior to launch is essential. Assess how
others perform and absorb the information that your surroundings provide.
Surprises at this stage should be few.

A happy experience
(Check-flights and tests)



Your advert could have been here
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Arriving prepared for your instruction or testing has been mentioned
previously.  Apart from the theoretical and practical elements, ensure you
have the correct records and that your own paperwork is up to date.

Verbalising your progress has
its merits, but people rarely
assess their current position
correctly. Similarly, if you
already have a licence but
cannot be bothered to keep
a logbook and licence
revalidation information up
to date, do not expect your
instructor/examiner to be
impressed.

If you have been flying in the
same rut for some time,
make some changes.  Try
new types, new sites or
perhaps new methods of
launch. Try stretching
yourself with new training.
Maybe aerobatics, an NPPL,
mountain flying or vintage.
An instructor rating will
always test your abilities.

So in summary, if you wish
to make effective use of your
flying training and testing:

�Stay current with relevant and recent experience

�Arrive prepared with the correct records and paperwork

�Raise your situational awareness to an acceptable level

�Stretch yourself occasionally. Change types, sites, launch method.

� Be open-minded. Remember that some exercises do not have a
single solution

� Accept that you will rarely perform perfectly

Above all, enjoy it.  Perhaps not every minute.  But certainly as an overall
experience.

Your advert could have been here

Free to members

25A happy experience
(continued)

Fly something different

Photo by Gerry Cook
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We now have not one but two Lasham Trusts!  About a year ago, the
trustees (Mike Clarke, Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender and myself) decided
that it would be much more beneficial for taxation, particularly for our
donors, if the Lasham Trust could have charitable status with HMRC.
Unfortunately not all of the Lasham Trust's expenditure can be deemed to
be acceptable to HMRC for charitable purposes.

However, some of the Lasham Trust's existing activities and potential
activities could be deemed as being suitable for charitable status. We were
also aware of the possibility of future legacies and it is extremely tax efficient
to leave some money to a charity in your will. We have therefore founded
the Lasham Charitable Trust in addition to the Lasham Trust.

The trustees are the same as for the Lasham Trust. The Lasham Trust will
continue to fund raise and fund items that enhance Lasham for its members
and visitors.

Objectives
The objects of the Lasham Charitable Trust are as follows:

1. In the interests of social welfare, social inclusion and advancement of
education in particular but not exclusively of young people, the disabled and
those who are disadvantaged, promoting and supporting public access to
and participation in recreational aviation in the form of gliding through;
� The provision of recreational and leisure activities to improve their

personal development.
� The provision of support and activities to young people to develop their

skills, capacities and capabilities to enable them to participate in society
as mature and responsible individuals.

� The provision of recreational and leisure activities for people who have
need by reason of their youth, age, infirmity or disability, poverty or
social and economic circumstances to improve the conditions of life of
such persons.

2. For the public benefit to promote learning for pleasure by people no longer
in full time employment or education through the continued development
of their individual capabilities, competencies, skills and understanding by
introducing them to the sport of gliding.

3. To provide a communication and information service to other charities
whose aims and objects are consistent with its own.

Later this year we will begin
fund-raising for the Lasham
Charitable Trust at the winter
lectures, however as the main
benefit of donating to the
Lasham Charitable Trust is in
taxation, we would ask you to
give some thought towards
including a small legacy in your
will. Any living gifts to the
Lasham Charitable Trust can be
Gift-Aided, which means that
your gift is worth 25%more to
the Trust than its face-value.

Meanwhile, this year, the non-charitable part, the Lasham Trust has
continued to raise funds through members' generosity with monthly standing
orders, the collection jar in the restaurant and the collection buckets at the
winter lectures and at other events. Wally would have been proud of us!

During the year, the Lasham Trust has expended funds on
� A new weather station,
� Subsidy to operating costs for the Junior Group
� Providing tools and equipment in the members' workshop
� “Cabrio" open-top modification to one of our K13s which we hope to see

in general use when the weather allows

We are always open to suggestion on how we might further improve facilities
at Lasham, so please feel free to contact any of the trustees, if you have
any great ideas on how we could make Lasham even better.

for the Lasham Trust and the Lasham Charitable Trust

Lasham Trusts
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Lasham Workshop

Please see the list below for a sample of our prices. All prices exclude VAT.
For any queries please call 01256 384902 or e-mail
engineering@lasham.org.uk

Basic Glider Service Prices*
(5% Discount for Full Flying Lasham Members)

EASA/Annex ll Single Seater £290
EASA/Annex ll Two Seater £360
EASA Self-Sustainer Single Seater £350
EASA Self-Sustainer Two-Seater £420
We also service self-launchers

* Basic price excludes BGA/CAA fees - currently £93 Annex ll & £117
EASA. Prices are subject to change.

Oversight of pilot owner maintenance (in the members’ workshop)
Single Seater & Two-Seater £150
Self-Sustainer £200

Any defect rectification, airworthiness directives/bulletins/modifications,
replacement parts & repairs will be charged at an additional cost. Additional
costs will be quoted prior to work. The labour rate is £45/hr. This rate also
applies to call outs for inspection, tyre change etc.

Hard Wax Polish £10/m span
Liquid Polish £7/m span

Single-seater - weight & balance £100
Two-seater - weight & balance £150

Use of Workshop Weighing Facility £50
(Lasham Inspectors Only)

New Year’s Day Charity Fun Run
2017 will be the ninth year that we have
organized the New Year’s Day Fun Run/Walk, The
word is getting around and more people turn up
each year – despite the hangovers etc

It is all for a good cause and does help to blow
the cobwebs away after all the seasonal festivities
Next January we will be supporting THE
CINNAMON TRUST. For those of you who may be
wondering who they are – here is a short synopsis:

The CINNAMON TRUST are the only specialist
national charity for people in their last years and
their much loved, much needed companion

animals. A network of people provide vital loving care for pets, at a time
when the owner may not be well enough to look after them. By doing this
the owners and pets are kept together, ensuring less stress, knowing that
the pets are being cared for. All money raised on the day will go to the
Cinnamon Trust

The 2017 run will start at 11.00 am on Sunday 1 January. The course is
once around the airfield and starts on the peri-track in front of the Clubhouse.

The entrance fee is five pounds and is payable on the day. Sponsorship is
encouraged and forms are available from marjoriehobby@aol.com

Children under 16 must be accompanied by an adult.

Dogs on leads ONLY please. If we are flying, we will also ask you to sign the
usual visitors’ form acknowledging the briefing needed to enter an active
airfield. Refreshments will be available and we will also be running a tombola.

We look forward to seeing you there!
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There are so many important things
to think about when preparing for
flight that, often, powering the
various electronic gadgets in a
glider does not get the attention
that it deserves. A battery is taken
from the charging cupboard in the
hangar or the boot of the car (hopefully
fully charged!), placed in the glider, a
quick check that everything powers up
and we're off!

With gliders now equipped with more and more electronic instruments such
as varios, navigation systems, FLARM, and with these systems now being
relied on to provide logging functionality and to enhance safety, it is more
important than ever that reliable power is available for the duration of a
day's flying. Of course, we should be reliant on none of these items to fly
and navigate safely, but a power failure can now result in a scrubbed
competition day, a failed badge claim, higher pilot workload and more “head
in cockpit” time as we fall back to more traditional methods of navigation,
not to mention the loss of the important safety net that FLARM affords us.

At Aboyne, one of our aircraft suffered a power failure and so lost the trace
on a Diamond badge day. The aircraft was landed, but the replacement was
also found wanting! Now is the time of year to think about such issues.

The battery itself
Deteriorating batteries can sometimes show bulging, or even cracks
appearing in the case. Often this is a result of overcharging or other abuse
that has built up excessive pressure in the battery or caused the internal
plates to swell due to chemical deposition. It can simply be that the battery
has reached the end of its useful life, however. Check for this and also any
sign that the battery has vented from the six caps on the top. Check also
for physical damage resulting from poor handling.  A battery showing these
symptoms might appear to work electrically, but do you want it in a cockpit
with you? What damage might it cause to the glider if it leaks in flight or in
the trailer? A battery showing bulging or venting symptoms prematurely is
also a clue that your charging regime and equipment may need attention.

Fuse
Firstly, check that there is one and that it has a sensible rating. You must
have one, ideally, in circuit as close to the battery positive terminal as
possible, and before the connection to the glider itself. It is important, in
addition, to fuse individual instruments appropriately at the instrument
panel, but a main fuse close to, or mounted on, the battery, is essential to
mitigate against a fault in the wiring to the panel.

Batteries used in gliders can cause very high fault currents to flow if not
fused. This will cause wiring to heat up and even catch fire, and the battery
might well start venting noxious fumes. It is in the cockpit with you, and,
in flight, there will be very little you can do about it!

In addition, consider what you will do in the event of a fuse blowing. It is
worth having some spares in the trailer, or, consider going down the route
that has been followed with the club aircraft recently, and use a resettable
circuit breaker mounted on the battery instead, so that you will not get
caught out without a spare.

Wiring
The wiring from battery to fuse and connector can get a tough life as
batteries are moved daily from glider to charger and back. Insulation can
get chafed. Soldered joints can work loose and will eventually break. Check
for any exposed conductor where insulation has been damaged and for
bodges where broken wires have been twisted together. You do not want a
short!

It's also a good idea to give the wiring a good waggle once in the glider
whilst ensuring that the instruments don't go haywire. Take note if you plug
a battery into the charger and the charge indicator flickers as you move the
wiring. These are indications of an intermittent connection that needs
resolving before it lets you down.

The wiring in the glider is just as important, so make it part of your DI to
check for anything amiss and keep the wiring neat and tidy whenever
maintenance is carried out on the aircraft.

Care and use of batteries



XLR connector
Three-pin XLR connectors have
become the de-facto connection
between battery and glider. They
are a robust and reliable
connector but, as with anything,
they can degrade with time.
Check that the connector locates
in the socket on the glider and
that the latch clicks, locking the
connector in place. Give it a
waggle and check that a sound
electrical connection exists with
no signs of intermittency.

From time to time, it's worth
unscrewing the shroud that covers
the electrical connection within,

and checking that a nice, solid solder joint exists between the wire and the
pins inside the connector. If it looks dull, cracked or if any strands of wire
have broken or started to fray, the solder joint should be remade.

The most frequent failure point is where the solder joint transitions to the
stranded copper cable. Any stresses due to movement are concentrated
here and it is important that the cable is supported by a clamp, sleeving or
other strain relief device so that external flexing of the cable in normal use
doesn't stress this joint. (Also minimise external flexing near the plug. Ed)

Another issue that can arise with XLR connectors from time to time are that
the pins or the receptacles in the male and female parts respectively can
become tarnished, causing a poor connection. The female receptacles can
splay such that they no longer make firm contact with the pins in the male
connector and I have also seen instances where the pins in the male
connector (the part normally mounted in the glider or on a charger) become
loose and push back into the socket housing as the plug is inserted, meaning
that not enough length of pin is exposed to make a sound connection.

A temporary remedy can be to pull them out again with a pair of long nosed
pliers. Once such issues start to become apparent, however, it's probably

prudent to replace the connector with a new one. They aren't expensive, so
keep a few spares and a soldering iron in your kit bag.

The connector type might be commonplace, and there is a standard on the
pin assignments, but it is not used consistently, especially in gliders at
Lasham. Do not assume that batteries are interchangeable between gliders
without first positively confirming that the same wiring conventions are
employed! (Lasham’s club gliders use a different convention.)

Batteries – Type and construction
The majority of batteries used in gliding today are of the “valve regulated”
lead-acid gel type, called VRLA. Most commonly used as standby power
sources in burglar alarms and UPS systems for computers, they are readily
available, cheap and offer reasonably high capacity. With care and low
discharging, you could get five years or more of service life.

VRLA batteries work on the same principle as lead-acid wet batteries used
in cars, except the liquid sulphuric acid is replaced by either a gel or a porous
fibreglass mat into which the electrolyte is absorbed. This immobilises the
electrolyte, almost eliminating the likelihood of leakage or spillage. In
addition, the gases that are normally produced during charging of a lead
acid battery are reabsorbed by the VRLA battery if care is taken in limiting
the charging current. This removes the need for the battery to have open
vents and further reduces the likelihood of spillage. The result is a robust
battery that can be used in any orientation, can withstand g loads in all
directions and which is eminently suitable for use in flight.

29Care and use of batteries
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1: No connection

2: Positive

3: Negative

Rear is the soldered side. Female is always the battery side.



Whilst the Yuasa “NP” series battery is ubiquitous amongst glider pilots, it
is worth pointing out that this type of battery is actually designed for standby
use where it is constantly “float-charged” and seldom fully discharged.
Batteries such as the Yuasa “NPC” and “REC” series, and equivalents from
other manufacturers, are much better suited to the cyclic use to which we
subject them, but aren't available in such a wide range of sizes, and are
more expensive. It would be worth considering whether a cyclic VRLA is
worth investing in next time you change your batteries, especially if you
find they often get completely discharged or don't last longer than a season
or two. (More common occurrence now with large colour displays - Ed)

Whilst the VRLA is by far the most popular battery currently used in gliders,
it is by no means the only. Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-MH) battery packs were
for some time touted as a replacement for the VRLA battery in gliders but
Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) batteries of various types are now probably the
technology of choice for those who feel that the VRLA battery doesn't suit
their needs.

In fact, in gliders such as the Silent 2, we see Li-Po batteries doing a whole
lot more than just power the instruments! Whilst Li-Po batteries can store
much more energy, in a package of a given size and weight, than VRLA,
they do require much more careful management during charging and
discharging, and can be quite energetic in voicing their displeasure if they
are abused, as Boeing discovered in the 787's  first year of service, along
with Samsung with their latest Galaxy Note!

I have little experience of this type of battery in gliders, but my advice for
those tempted to take this route is to choose a battery that incorporates a
battery management system to ensure safe charging and discharging that
balances the charge between cells and terminates both the charging and
discharging cycles at safe battery voltages. Chinese vendors on ebay are
probably not to be trusted here!

Charging
Most VRLAs have a nominal voltage of 12 volts, although, for a while, it was
common in gliding to add an extra cell to a VRLA battery pack to provide
14 Volts. Some instruments designed for powered aircraft work better at
this voltage, which is roughly what the alternator in a powered aircraft will
deliver when the engine is running.

In practice, a fully charged 12V
VRLA will have a terminal voltage of
about 12.5 to 12.8 volts. This will
decline to just below 12 volts when
it is completely exhausted.

Charging the battery is achieved by
placing a greater voltage across its'
terminals, such that the normal
direction of current flow is reversed.

To properly charge a VRLA battery,
a voltage between about 13.6 and
14.4 volts is required (no surprise
that the output of the powered
aircraft's alternator falls within this
range!). At 13.6 volts, a VRLA can
be left on charge indefinitely, but,
it will not reach full capacity until at

least 24 hours' charge. This is sometimes referred to as the standby charge
rate, and is normally the rate used in the aforementioned burglar alarms
and UPS systems.

If you increase the voltage to 14.4 volts the battery will charge considerably
quicker, perhaps in the order of 5 to 7 hours, but it becomes necessary to
limit the charging time and also the charging current. For the type of
batteries that we are using, a current limit of about 1.7 amps is sensible.
Such a charging voltage is often referred to as the bulk charge rate.

Some will be content with a battery charge taking 24 hours or more, so a
simple single-stage charger set to deliver 13.6 volts or thereabouts, will do
the job. The ubiquitous Orange  charges from RD Aviation fit into this
category. They charge at a constant voltage with a current limit and have
an LED indicator which shows when the battery is taking a preset amount
of current (note that it does not extinguish when the battery is fully charged,
as advertised, but only when the current has fallen to below a certain
threshold!). Incidentally, the output voltage of these chargers can be
adjusted internally and it would be well worth checking the output of yours
with a multimeter in case someone has been fiddling in the past!
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Those who fly comps or for whom, upon landing, the next days' flying
beckons immediately, will probably want to have either a second set of
batteries or a charger that can get the batteries back to fully charged
overnight, and probably both. For this use case, it is best to consider a more
intelligent charger that can switch between the bulk and standby charge
rates automatically. This keeps the batteries in readiness without damage
if they are left on charge for long periods, yet allows them to be fully charged
overnight if required.

Whilst it's possible to wind the voltage on a single-stage charger up beyond
14 volts to get a shorter charge, the battery will be damaged if it is
accidentally charged for longer than required and “smart” multi-stage
chargers are so cheap these days that is seems a false economy not to invest
in one. They are even able to detect and recover batteries that have
unbalanced cells or sulphation and other defects.

Bear in mind also, that the batteries are not necessarily going to be
completely depleted after a day's flying. Depending on the current drawn
by your instruments (more about that later), you might not be charging
them from fully empty. In fact, you should always aim to have some reserve
capacity just in case!

Capacity and battery life
When fitting batteries to a glider, we often just plonk in whatever battery
will easily fit the space provided, without much thought to what we want
the battery to achieve or what gadgets will be drawing power from it. Panels
also get updated with the latest instruments without changing the batteries
that power them. Most VRLA batteries used in gliders are of 7 ampere-hour
(Ah) capacity, although they are available in a range of different capacities.
The Ah rating is the product of current drain and duration that will completely
discharge the battery.

One would naturally infer that we could draw one amp from our 7Ah battery
for seven hours or, equally, seven amps for one hour, before it would be
discharged. Unfortunately, it's not quite that simple, because batteries are
more rapidly exhausted when they are discharged quickly than when they
are discharged slowly. Batteries are normally rated at their 20 hour discharge
rate, meaning that they offer considerably less than advertised capacity if
discharged over a shorter period than this! Temperature is also a factor,

and less capacity (and a lower output voltage) will be evident at very low
temperatures (wave flying enthusiasts take note!).

In addition, the voltage at which we consider the battery to be fully
discharged needs to be taken into consideration. Often the published Ah
capacity is specified as down to 1.75 Volts per cell, which means a 12 volt
battery is not considered “flat” until it has reached 10.5 Volts. I guarantee
that many of your instruments will have given up long before then!

Consider also that a battery's capacity
will reduce as it ages. We want to get
a reasonable lifetime from a battery, so
best not to cut things too fine!

To run my instruments for, say a ten
hour gliding day, I would not bank on
getting any more than, at the very
most, 50% of the advertised capacity
out of the battery.

To make use of the above statement,
you need to know the current drawn by
your instruments in the configuration
in which you normally fly, of course.
More about that later!

Care and maintenance
Whilst the plastic cases that house
them are adequate for this, they won't
cope well with being left loose in a
trailer driven on the road or if dropped.

Most of us are using batteries designed for standby use, so, if they are left
in a discharged state for any length of time they will deteriorate. Put them
on charge as soon as you have flown and either leave them on a standby
or smart charger or charge them regularly during the winter season.
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Mounting
A 7Ah VRLA weighs the best part of 3kg. It goes without saying that, should
this become a projectile during flight or, perish the thought, during an
accident, it can cause significant injury. Items secured in aircraft need to
remain so under several 10's of g-loading to be safe. Either retain the
manufacturer's original means of mounting batteries or obtain qualified
advice on any alternative means you have to devise.

Testing
Testing of batteries can often be a hit and miss affair. Whilst you can
purchase battery testers, they are often expensive items considering the
occasional use to which they will be put. With a bit of ingenuity, however,
it is quite possible to improvise without breaking the bank.

The first thing you should not be without is a multimeter.  Use the multimeter
to check that the output voltage of your charger and also the voltage of the
battery once it has been fully charged and then rested for a day or so. If a
fully charged battery doesn't deliver at least 12.5 volts, something is wrong.

Next, you need a load to discharge the battery. A car’s 21 watt brake/
indicator light-bulb is what I normally reach for. These consume about 1.75
amps at 12 volts, so are a good load with which to check the battery. Connect
it across the battery and watch the voltage with your multimeter. The voltage
will drop a little due to the internal resistance of the battery, but check that
it remains well over 12 volts. If the battery quickly drops to 10 volts or so
with a bit of load, it is a sure sign that it has a failed internal cell.

A healthy, fully charged 7 Ah battery should keep the bulb brightly lit for
three hours or more and the voltage should remain at or around 12 volts
for the duration. If this does not happen, the likelihood is that the battery
is past its best, but, before disposing of it, do make sure that your charger
is effective!

Knowing your glider's electrics
Check the documentation for each instrument and add up the currents
required by each device that is normally enabled in flight.  (You might not
use the turn and slip or artificial horizon very often.) A radio will take very
little current when squelched and not receiving anything. It will take a little
more when the squelch breaks during reception and a whole lot more current

when you are transmitting. You need to consider how much time it spends
in each of these states. The latter is probably not that significant unless you
are one of the culprits who gives a running commentary of every climb on
130.4! (Hanging is too good for them! - Ed)

Even better than relying on manufacturers’ specifications is to actually
measure the current you are using. You can achieve this without breaking
the circuit using a DC measuring clamp meter. Alternatively, break into the
circuit on one of your batteries and insert a multimeter that has been set
to its “amps” range in series with the battery. You can then try different
configurations of the instruments and get a feel for the real current
consumption of your devices.

If you have the space,
carrying two or even
three batteries can
give you extended
operation but it is
worth considering how
to configure these.

Ideally fit a three-
position switch
(battery 1, battery 2
and off) for every
instrument, allowing
you to spread the
loads from the
instruments across
two batteries, and to
switch loads that are

less sensitive to momentary disconnection. In addition to batteries 1 and
2, it is possible to add a further switch that allows you choose between 2
and a third battery, 3.

Do beware that, if you are powering a logger from such a supply, the log
of the flight may not survive being switched between batteries!
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Bill Bullimore is an ex-hang-glider
pilot who lived on Tortola for eleven
years. A longer version of his story
was originally written for the
magazine of the British Hang Gliding
Association “Wings!”. Later it won
the “Wings over the Cloud” award
for the best article in magazine that
year.
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“Dis is Carnival, plenty Bachannal,
Burnin’ Flame’s in town, de place
burnin down! People in de burnin’
heat, jumpin cos de music sweet!”

After parking the pickup carefully away
from the tree where the cows are hung
and slaughtered, we stood on the old
cistern to study the wind blowing into
the bay of Road Harbour.  The day had

all the appearances of being perfect for flying over and doing our ‘bit’ for
the Carnival Parade.

Unloading the hang-gliders and equipment onto our protesting, sore
shoulders, we started our ‘Foreign Legion Trudge’ up through the assault
course of casha bush, barbed wire fences and baking tropical sun. After
finally attaining the welcome, breezy summit of Fort Charlotte Hill, we
flopped down, soaked in sweat and breathless, to recover, while surveying
the scene below.

Peter Sorrentino and I represented the total hang-gliding population of the
Virgin Islands and today was the first day of the annual festival, or Carnival
as it is locally known.  Our contribution to the festivities was to fly over the
Parade, so there we were at 11:30am on the hill starting to rig. Eight
hundred feet below we could see on the road by Prospect Reef a line of
vehicles, bodies, floats and banners start to form.

The big trucks from Public Works were now manoeuvring into position with
a roar of powerful diesels and much hissing of air-brakes, causing flocks of
young schoolgirls dressed up as sunflowers to cautiously circumvent these
monsters.  Musical instruments were now being passed up to be positioned
in the back of the trucks, along with large coolers full of cold beer together
with the odd palm frond or two for artistic flavour.

A complicated framework of welded water pipes now revealed its function:
to contain in its entirety the famous steel band from St Kitts, which had
come over to play. Hordes of participants added final touches to their floats
and costumes.

“Dis ya session should never done,
Tight, tight style, tight, tight,

Some a dem fall down an’ comin on,
Tight, tight style, tight, tight.”

Peter was rigged now and we both checked our radios on channel 72.  Varios
good, harnesses ready to go on and our shorts and t-shirts dried out in the
steady Trade Wind blowing in from the east.

My yellow and white Magic IV 177 glider with the country’s flag and shield
would contrast nicely with his blue and white Magic IV 166, making us
easy to spot against the high hills of Tortola.

Sitting patiently at take-off, we saw the double line of spectators bracketing
the coast road, past Customs Dock, past The Pub and at its serpentine
source, a milling throng of parade entries.  From our vantage point, we could
see slightly less chaos being created out of chaos and hear some of the
bands starting to warm up as portable electric generators fired into life.
Well by 1:30 pm, in true Caribbean tradition, it will probably start.

Caribbean carnival flight



“They are moving” observed Peter, “but let’s give them another ten minutes”.
The wind had eased off to about 10 mph and if we could not stay up, it would
be better to wait until the procession was nearer to our landing field, which
was a large, man-made cay next to the road.  We could hear the noise level
rise as floats started to inch forward.  Deciding it was time, we launched
into delightfully buoyant air and slowly climbed to the cool regions of 2000’
above sea level.  As the Caribbean cameo beneath shrank away, so did the
sounds of fun below, leaving us once more to estimate the wonderful works
of Mother Nature, counter-pointed by the incongruous, yet functionally
pleasurable sight of each other’s gliders tracing a lazy helix in the sky.

“Comin down High Street, up on Market Street,
Girls like rice an’ peas, dress in tight blue jeans,

Winin cos dey backgroun nice,
Jammin seh de music sweet”

Heat shimmered off the tarmac as the relentless sun reigned on a virtually
cloudless sky, but few were deterred from dancing in the streets.  Not one
shirt back remained dry, but this was the one time in the year no-one
bothered.

By mutual consent on the VHF we decided it was time to lose altitude and
join in the fun 1,900’ below.  Flying low over the bay, we could look
downwind to the line of entrants in the Parade and see that about half the
route was run.  The first truck was now passing the Customs Dock as we
swept in fast 300’ above the turquoise waters, a wing-over, then a long,
slow run down the length of the road.

The noise level now was incredible with the wing reflecting back and
amplifying the sounds below, yet still individual shouts could be heard and
many earth-bound friends waved back. Struggling to stay aloft, we knew
that we could not make it back to the sanctuary of the ridge lift on the hill
nearby and had already resolved to land.  But the vario showed lift!  Great
wafts of music and warm air lofted us up and just below the crowds
compressed, expanded and seethed to the demanding calypso beat. Then
I realised why we were not sinking out – we were flying on people thermals!
For a full ten minutes we drifted around over the parade, taking advantage
of the generosity of our energetic friends below.

A short downwind leg and we flopped to moderately acceptable landings on
the grassy area to windward of Barclays Bank, just as the St. Kitts steel
band was passing.

The welds on the framework were tested to the limit as fifteen steel band
players bopped up and down, almost bunny-hopping the structure down the
main road.  The big fifty-gallon base drums passed out their doom-doom
beat, which fairly rattled the ribs, while smaller pans tingled and plunked in
that delightful harmony, which only a good steel band can deliver.

By the time we had packed it all up, the Parade was long gone to the Carnival
Village.  So we caught them up in the pickup truck, packed gliders wobbling
around on top, bags rolling about in the back. With a chicken leg in one hand
and a cold Heineken in the other, we joined the crowd in the village. Time
to generate some people thermals!
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I’ve been working up to this one, for long has it been on my mind…
and also just above my bum. So dear Intermediate Pilot… now you who
think you are now some kind of airperson…

You, who are now post-solo and look so breezily to your flying future. You,
who expect a rich harvest of satisfaction and rewards. Oh boy… do you need
me to bring you back down to Earth… before you’ve even taken off! (or
unevenly taken-off in some cases.

As you know, if you have been reading my helpful little advisories, gliding
is chock full of things that you really ought to know about but are not covered
in any BGA syllabus. Admittedly some of these little educations of mine have
been extraneous by nature.

It will not affect your flying if, for instance, you really believed that there
was, once, a Golden Age of Gliding, or that there is such a thing as ‘wave’.
It will not really matter… you will not find any wave anyway so it is all largely
academic. Neither will it really affect you if you did not realise that our late
departed SH7 was superior to SH8 or 9 despite what Certain Persons Who
Think They Are In Charge might tell you.

But some of gliding’s inner horrors are truly momentous. So why are they
not whispered in the bar? Why are there no chapters in books…  not even
in small red Gothic print? We turn here to one Alan Watts… a sort of
super-hippy on the Californian Sausolito waterfront back in the 60s. After
smoking a lot of dodgy substances and striding the Bay Area hills with his
funny walking stick and Clint Eastwood poncho he sat down and wrote
something Very Profound Indeed… which I now commend to your inner ear:
“You miss things… you fail to see them…” he said “either because they are
very small… or else because they are very BIG”

And it is true. This one is a whopper. Are you ready for this? Here we go:
Gliding will cripple you, given half a chance. Not by merely banging your
head on the canopy… or smashing your legs and feet in a frontal crash…
that is all fairly obvious and straightforward (why do you think instructors
sit at the back?) but I am talking about the long hours spent cramped and
uncomfortable to the point where you can hardly walk for the rest of the
day. (Not to mention rigging. Ed)

It can be serious. When I first flew my beloved SH7 it was my first flight in
a single-seater, and of course I was excited and a tad ‘gripped’ as we say
in climbing parlance.  And I was fully reclined… as I said last time… about
as different a cockpit and flying experience from a K13 as you can possibly
get. Which is why we use them for post-solo flying.

Now Grobs are famous for
being ‘roomy’ so of course
I did not notice anything
amiss for quite a while. I
released at a sensible
height and after some initial
aerobatics found it
delightful once I realised
that only a feather-touch
was needed… as opposed to
the cement stirring in heavy
two-seaters.

And I guess I had been in
the air for about eighteen
minutes when I noticed the
first signs… a mild
backache. All was not well
underneath. “never mind” I
thought “it’s a new
environment… I’ll get used
to it.”

But I did not. After 30 min of flight the backache was quite bad and I found
myself thinking about an early approach. After 35 min I was wriggling around
drastically trying to ease the profound discomfort. By the time I had landed
I found I could not stand up properly. And the next day I still could not walk
upright. It was nearly a week before I was back to normal.  And this in a
cockpit famed for its size and comfort for the larger, taller pilot!

What had happened was very simple. The club parachute stopped just above
lumbar vertebra L4 and the seat contact stopped somewhere around the

The biggest elephant in the room
Another Grimshaw Advisory

‘...sometimes you miss things that are very big...’



tailbone. So a chunk of me was floating completely unsupported at exactly
the place where one needs support most!

After a few beers I mentioned this with some caution to Roger Barber who,
being a lot shorter and lighter than me probably never had this problem. “I
suppose these really expensive superships do not do this to you?” I queried.

“Oh yes, they do” he said “Performance is always King. A glider costing over
a hundred thousand pounds can cripple you just as badly as your humble
102.” His advice was profound… and surprisingly drastic:

1) Wait for a wet day when the aircraft linger in the hangar. Wear a
parachute. Ignore people staring at you.

2) Get a polythene sheet to protect the cockpit and another poly bag
of foam chips and a bottle of slightly watered down PVA glue.

3) After a test-sit to make sure you have the right number of chips pour
in the PVA, mix it up, and then settle back in the seat just as if you
were going flying.

4) Very carefully get straight up and out… leaving the squashed bag in
place but open the top to let it dry… at least enough so you can
eventually remove it without changing any shapes.

5) When properly dry and firm, tart it all up with a cover or something
and then you have a you-shaped cushion… but only for that aircraft.
And, of course, only for you!

Alternatively
2) Take a thick firm ‘Christmas Cake’ type foam cushion and a sharp
breadknife, the same protective sheet, a waste bag and a vacuum cleaner
and try slicing up the foam block until it fits. Again, ignore people staring
at you.

I tried this latter technique in SH7 and, to my surprise, ended up with a
simple wedge shape. And from then on it was all plain sailing. Or is it plain
sailplaning ? At any rate I could now fly the Astir indefinitely and still walk
to the bar afterwards. All was most well.

Until that is, I bumped into Adrian Emck who said “My dear chap… you can’t
possibly use that cushion!”
“Why not?” I replied… “It works fine…”
“But my dear fellow it’s lethal… It’s not the initial crash-crush of the cushion
that’ll do your back in… it’s the rebound! Why do you think they never use
anything like that in ejector seats?”

Now I was not planning on ejecting… or even crashing for that matter but
it was too late. I got the full Confor energy-absorbing foam pitch and before
I knew what had happened I had surrendered my foam wedge and £70.00
to Mrs Emck. And I got back a very smart two-absorption rates Confor
sandwich cut to the same dimensions. This was the Real McCoy apparently…
with a hand-stitched black hardwearing cover and a large label proudly
displaying my name and phone number. This did indeed prove useful when
a certain admiring member failed to return it after I had left it for him in the
cockpit one midsummer morn.  All in all, one feels, even NASA would have
heartily approved.

This opened the door to the whole matter
of cockpit comfort and it seemed a big-ish
room. Then Adrian and Colin Jackson
decided to finally expose the Elephant in it
by giving a couple of winter talks on the
whole area of ‘Cockpit Comfort and Safety’.
Apparently Colin is an expert on crash
damage but I thought it best not to enquire
exactly how. Their starting point was that
if you are uncomfortable when you fly, then
you are not really safe… and I can vouch
for that.

Adrian demonstrated a fiendish instrument
of wooden dials that worked out precisely
how uncomfortable your feet were likely to
be. It’ is all about posture apparently and
is terribly scientific. Phil Jarvis had also
been involved and Tony Seagal was
rumoured to have actually destroyed entire
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cockpits in this thirst for real scientific data. That was when Farnborough
was a proper research place. Imagine my surprise!

But this was nothing compared to the sight of Adrian delivering the lecture
sporting a stiff fibreglass body shell under his parachute right out there in
the open where everyone could see. As the late Douglas Adams might say:
“surprise was no longer adequate and I was forced to resort to
astonishment.”

Not only had the elephant shrunk a bit but by now the room had got even
bigger.

So no more can you assume that the minor aches and pains you get in your
brand new £120,000 Hot Ship are going to go away… they will only get
worse and might actually cripple you. Designers are mathematicians. They
use imaginary numbers. They also use imaginary pilots and sacrifice a lot
to get that last edge on performance. As long as you were capable of
standing on a winner’s platform to hold your trophy aloft for the duration of
your National Anthem well… that was all that mattered. No subsequent six
month re-hab ever made S&G.

The good news is that not only are wheelchairs getting better and faster,
but that Adrian, Trish, Colin, Tony and Phil might well be able to sort you
out without too much of a fuselage rebuild. Or you could just sell the Hot
Ship and buy something more sensible… it has been known.

So there you have it… or nearly.

Fate, you see, is a master of irony. After another Midsummer Morn mission
I landed SH8 crosswind most beautifully (I emphasise this) after my first
solo XC… 110KM round Membury Services and back... you know the kind of
thing.  A breeze… a wonderful flight. I taxied right up to the launch point
and hopped out confidently, thinking “Great… that’s my Silver finally in the
bag” (wrong). And right in front of the launch point crowd (which included
our dear CFI) I lost my balance and fell over backwards still wearing the
chute.

The resulting agony turned out to be a crushed L4 vertebra… exactly what
Adrian and Colin said would happen if you dropped a glider down from ten
feet or so after a cocked flare-out with no energy absorption. My Confor
cushion smiled at me… perfectly placed in the sunny cockpit… but I couldn’t
lift the canopy to get to it and spent much time rolling around on the grass
before helped away by evening Juniors.

Consultants were amazed at the X-rays. “How the hell did you do that?”
they kept asking. “That’s the sort of spine we expect to see in an 85yr old!
“NO NO NO…” I had to yell “do NOT write ‘crushed vertebra after fall with
parachute’. And DEFINITELY DO NOT WRITE ‘crushed vertebra after landing
glider...’

Sometimes you just cannot win.

The point being that I can tell you exactly how much Tramadol and
Co-codamol it takes to be able to sit in a hard, ergonomically designed chair
watching television for six weeks. And it still twinges when I stumble on the
right foot.

So don’t just buy a bloody Confor cushion… nail it to the top of your trousers!

Next time: the deepest, darkest, horror story of all…
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Editorial
So, you have reached the end of the biggest ever issue of Rising Air. I started
in mid-September with nothing. Since then, the creative output from the
membership has been astonishing. I am truly grateful but I have the same
worry whenever I put an issue to bed. Is it possible that you all will do it
again for the next issue? (due end of February) Of course you will! The
deadline is around 31 January
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(all lists are alphabetical)
Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Chris Marren
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott (Vice chairman)
Julian Richardson
Colin Short

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)

Other flying staff
Ed Lockhart

Estates Manager
Zenon Marczynski

Office staff
Joan Carey (Bookkeeper)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Brenda McCune
Sharon White

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
Paul Haliday
Scott Thompson
Quintin Wheelwright (Facilities manager)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Golden Glider Ltd (Alice, Fi and Nick Christides)

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Gary Pullen  (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Jill Atkinson
Competitions - Joan Bickers
Flying - Colin Watt
Marketing - vacant
Social - vacant
Single-seaters - Colin Simpson

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.
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better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender, Mike Philpott and the Society’s
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